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the arena is located in one of the fastest growing cities in the nation. it is surrounded by a variety of
restaurants and fast food establishments, including del taco, little caesars, pizza hut, taco bell, taco

del mar, subway, krystal, moe moe's, starbucks, dunkin donuts and more. as an arena in the heart of
downtown washington, d.c., capital one arena has hosted a multitude of high-profile events in its
history, ranging from the 1998 stanley cup final to the nba (2001) and wnba (2002, 2007) all-star

games to the 2003 world figure skating championship, the 2005 and 2016 acc tournament, the first
and second rounds of the ncaa division i men's basketball tournament (1998, 2002, 2008) as well as
the second and third rounds (2011), the east regional round (2006, 2013) and the 2009 ncaa frozen
four men's hockey championship. in 2017 the arena hosted the big ten tournament for the first time.
capital one arena will also play host to the a-10 men's basketball tournament in march 2018 and the
east regionals of the 2019 ncaa men's basketball tournament. here's how you sign up: go to the cbs
sports bracket games page, select create a group, and you can create your own personalized march
madness experience. from there you can add members to your pool, create your own special group
name and, of course, fill out your bracket online in an easy-to-manage format. when the field of 68
teams is announced sunday evening, you can fill out your picks online and the rest of your pool can
follow suit. we would love to help you with your next show at capital one arena. our team of expert
designers can create acustom avl setup that meets all your performance, spatial and budget needs.
from audio, video and lighting to acoustics, rigging and curtains, well work with you from the initial

consultation through completion and beyond to ensure your new avl build exceeds your
expectations. contact us today to learn more about our stage and theater design services.
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a typical arena theater has rows of seating and a stage on the front of
the auditorium. this can be the case with any style of theater stage. in
some cases the stage can be elevated above the seating to create a

better viewing angle for the audience. there are no hard and fast
rules that determine what is an arena theater. most examples i have
seen have an elevated stage area with seating on the side. there are

many other features that a common arena theater might have
including a rigging system, a fly tower, a fly loft, retractable curtains

and more. these features may not be necessary for most productions.
the main requirement of the setup is that you must be able to see and
hear the stage clearly from all sides. most arena theaters will have a
control booth, lighting and rigging which can be expensive. because
arena theaters are generally larger than regular theaters, they are
often used for musicals and dramas where there is no need for the
audience to move around during the performance. this keeps the

ticket prices lower than for a regular theater. these theaters are also
good for larger productions, especially those with many performers.
these setups are also great for large events where the audience cant
fit into the regular theater. there are two types of arena theaters, flat
and sloped. most of the time these theaters will have some type of
sloped seating that is meant to help the audience see the stage.

these theaters often also have a rigging system to help with the set
changes. they can also have a fly tower or fly loft that allows the

audience to see the stage from the fly tower. these theaters usually
have a fly loft which can be fairly expensive and are generally used

for musicals and large productions. 5ec8ef588b
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